“Systems Bioengineering for Skin Wound Healing at Scale”

ABSTRACT: Large-scale tissue damage, such as trauma-related injuries, age-related degeneration, and organ failure, is a leading cause of morbidity and death. However, the mechanisms underlying full regeneration of mammalian organs remain poorly understood. As the largest organ system in the body, the integumentary system is a composite tissue assembly evolutionarily adapted for healing. Consequently, its complex physiology requires multifaceted cooperation between several distinct cell populations and cell lineages of embryologically distinct origins. Equally integrated within this dynamic process are local immune responses that produce mitogenic and inhibitory signals throughout the restoration procedure. There remains a significant gap in understanding how these processes are regulated and how various cell populations of varied developmental origins functionally cooperate to repair mammalian tissues at the organ scale. Our laboratory employs a systems bioengineering approach that manipulates the intricate genetic makeup of distinct cell groups within the integument to enhance its regenerative potential. We aim to rewire the very building blocks of tissues by genetically orchestrating large-scale cellular renewal within them. This seminar will detail our advances in these efforts and the novel technologies we're currently developing to redefine the possibilities of regenerative medicine for patients.
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